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We report a molecular dynamics (MD) study on M3� lanthanide and M2� alkaline-earth complexes of
ethylenediaminetetraacetate tetraanion (EDTA4�) in aqueous solution. First, a consistent set of Lennard-Jones
parameters for La3�, Eu3� and Lu3� cations has been derived from MD and free energy calculations. It reproduces
the experimental differences in their hydration free energies, lanthanide–water distances and coordination numbers in
water. Next, the uncomplexed EDTA4� ligand has been simulated in the presence of Na�, Ca2� or Eu3� neutralizing
counterions, leading to the spontaneous complexation of Na�, but not of Ca2� or Eu3� whose complexes are more
stable. The endo 1 : 1 complexes of M2� and M3� cations, simulated for up to 1 ns, remain of inclusive type during the
whole simulation. The calculated binding selectivities nicely reproduce experimental trends in relative stabilities with
EDTA4� in each cation series: Ca2� > Sr2� > Ba2� and Lu3� > Eu3� > La3�. Thus, despite the simplicity of the cation
models (1–6–12 pairwise additive interactions without explicit polarization or charge transfer effects), structural and
energy features of lanthanide and alkaline-earth complexation by polyaminocarboxylate ligands are, at least,
qualitatively, accounted for.

Introduction
Polyaminocarboxylate ligands such as EDTA, TETA or DOTA
form strong complexes with alkaline-earth, trivalent lanthan-
ides or actinides in aqueous solution,1–4 which may be of inter-
est in the context of An()/Ln() separation processes.5–7 In
this paper, we report molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
on the complexation of typical alkaline-earth (Ca2�, Sr2� and
Ba2�) and lanthanide (La3�, Eu3� and Lu3�) cations by the
ethylenediaminetetraacetate EDTA4� tetraanion ligand (here-
after denoted by L; see Fig. S1) in water. This ligand was
selected because it is well documented experimentally and rep-
resents an interesting system to test current simulation tech-
niques as potential tools to design new ligands. Structural
information on its complexes with alkaline-earth and lan-
thanide cations is available, both in the solid state (for Ca2�,8

Ba2�,9 La3�, Eu3� 10 and Yb3� 11) and in aqueous solution (for
M2�, La3�, Eu3� and Lu3� 12–20). In these 1 :1 complexes, the
cation binding mode involves the two nitrogen atoms and four
monodentate carboxylate groups of L. Each complexed cation
is also hydrated by one to three water molecules. The stability
constants of EDTA complexes with M2� or M3� cations have
been determined accurately.2,21 As shown in Table 1, their
entropic component T∆S is positive (from 6 to 8 kcal mol�1 in
the M2� series and from 18 to 24 kcal mol�1 in the M3� series),
and of larger magnitude than the enthalpic component (from

† Fig. S1 Schematic representation of EDTA4� (L); Fig. S2 Calculated
lanthanide–water M3� � � � Ow distances, in Å, and lanthanide coordin-
ation numbers CN as a function of r* (Å) and ε (kcal mol�1) cation
parameters; Fig. S3 The uncomplexed L and L,Na� systems: angle
NC–CN as a function of time; Fig. S4 FEP calculations of endo L�M3�

complexes in water: ∆G4 as a function of λ. La3�–Eu3�; La3�–Lu3�;
Eu3�–Lu3� mutations; available as supplementary data. For direct
electronic access see http://www.rsc.org/suppdata/p2/a908879b other-
wise available from BLDSC (SUPPL. NO. 57690, pp. 6) or the RSC
Library. See Instructions for Authors available via the RSC web page
(http://www.rsc.org/authors).

�4 to �7 kcal mol�1 in the M2� series and �1 to �3 kcal mol�1

in the M3� series).
Our main goals are first to investigate the conformation of

EDTA4� uncomplexed in water in the presence of neutralizing
counterions (of M�, M2� or M3� type), in order to determine its
conformation and to test whether spontaneous complexation
will take place during the simulation. Then, two series of inclu-
sive cation complexes are simulated in water. The first series
deals with alkaline-earth M2� cations (Ca2�, Sr2�, Ba2�) while
the second one deals with typical “large”, “average” and
“small” lanthanide cations, i.e. La3�, Eu3� and Lu3�. In each
series, the cation binding mode and solvation are investigated
and compared to available structures in the solid state or
in solution. Furthermore, based on free energy perturbation
(FEP) simulations, relative binding affinities are determined.

When our work started, no molecular mechanics force field
was available for the series of M3� cations that could be used
with FEP calculations implemented in AMBER. Most of the
MD studies considered a single cation. For instance, Wipff
et al.22,23 and van Veggel et al.24 simulated Eu3� complexes with
neutral ligands, where Eu3� was modeled with the van der
Waals parameters of a Na� cation. Fossheim et al.25–27 studied
Gd3� complexes of DOTA and derivatives in water, using cation
parameters fitted on corresponding crystal structures. These

Table 1 Experimental binding data a for EDTA4� in water

log K ∆H/kcal mol�1 T∆S/kcal mol�1

Ca2�

Sr2�

Ba2�

La3�

Eu3�

Lu3�

10.6 c

8.7 c

7.8 c

15.5 c

17.3 c

19.8 c

�6.6 b

�4.1 b

�4.9 b

�2.9 c

�2.6 c

�2.5 c

7.7 c

7.7 c

5.7 c

18.2 c

21.1 c

24.4 c

a Data reviewed by Martell et al. [Ref. 2] for an ionic force of 0.1 mol
L�1 at b 20 �C or at c 25 �C.
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Table 2 Simulation conditions of Mn� cations in water: box size, number of water molecules, simulated times, cutoff conditions. The last column
concerns number of windows used in the free energy calculations, the unspecified parameters being the same as in the MD simulations

MD Mutations

Cations Box size/Å3 No. water Time/ps Cutoff/Å Ewald Windows

M3� fitting
La3�, Eu3�, Lu3�

Ba2�, Sr2�, Ca2�

Ba2�, Sr2�, Ca2�

24.43

34.43

34.43

34.43

395
1158
1158
1158

50
200
200
200

10
15
15
15

No
Yes
No
Yes

11
41
41
41

Gd3� parameters were used by Horrocks et al. to simulate Eu3�

complexation by potential MRI contrast agents 28 while Judson
et al. fitted Gd3� parameters to simulate the Gd3� complex of
L.29 Merbach et al.30–32 derived lanthanide parameters from
hydration enthalpies and described the static and dynamic
features of cation hydration, showing the importance of
mimicking the solvent polarization in the first coordination
shell. Unfortunately, their parameters, like those used by Meier
et al.,33 are not consistent with the standard AMBER force
field. Recently, QM simulations “in the gas phase” on the Gd3�

complex of DOTA 34 and the Yb3� complex of a DOTA deriv-
ative 35 have been reported. None of these studies tackled the
question of cation binding selectivity. We therefore developed
lanthanide parameters to be used in AMBER, at relatively low
computer cost. When our work was completed, another set
of parameters for La3�, Eu3� and Yb3� was published by van
Veggel et al.36

The paper is organized as follows. The question of parameter
fitting is discussed in the method section. In the results part, we
describe L uncomplexed and the M2� and M3� complexes of L.
The alkaline-earth cations have been considered because they
are often mimicked by luminescent M3� lanthanide cations in
biological systems or in their models 37 and because of the
availability of force field parameters.38 Although their com-
plexes are expected to display less charge transfer and polariz-
ation effects than the lanthanide complexes, prediction of their
binding properties with L remains a challenging task due to the
high negative charge of the ligand and to the entropic origin
of the stability constants. We thus compare the structures of
lanthanide and alkaline-earth complexes with L in aqueous
solution, calculated consistently by MD. In the two cation
series, the question of cation discrimination by L is tackled by
free energy calculations in water.

Methods
Energy representation

All calculations were carried out with the AMBER5.0 soft-
ware,39 using the following representation of the potential
energy U:

U = ΣbondsKr(r � req)2 � ΣanglesKθ(θ � θeq)2 �

ΣdihedralsΣnVn(1 � cos nφ) �

Σi < j(qiqj/rij � 2εij(rij*/rij)
6 � εij(rij*/rij)

12)

The deformation energies of the bonds (r) and bond angles
(θ) are described by harmonic terms. Torsional terms are
associated to the dihedral and improper angles (φ). The non-
bonded interactions are represented by Coulomb and Lennard-

Fig. 1 AMBER atom types and charges on EDTA4� (L).

Jones 1–6–12 pairwise additive potentials where ri* and εi are
the van der Waals parameters of atom i. All interactions involv-
ing the cations were represented by 1–6–12 potentials, using
integer �1, �2 and �3 charges on alkali, alkaline-earth, and
lanthanide cations, respectively. In contrast to covalent repre-
sentations of the metal–ligand interactions,40–42 our non-
covalent model allows for ligand exchange around the cation
during the simulation. We used the alkali and alkaline-earth
cation parameters of Åqvist,38 consistent with the AMBER
force field. The lanthanide parameters were determined in this
study (vide infra). The water molecules were represented
explicitly with the TIP3P model 43 fitted on the pure liquid
phase properties. The atom types for L are described in Fig. 1.
The corresponding force field parameters were taken from
a Cornell et al. force field.44

Atomic charges on L are shown in Fig. 1. They were adap-
ted from those calculated on (CH3)2NCH2CH2N(CH3)2 and
[HN(CH2COO)2]

2� (RESP fitting 45 of electrostatic potentials
from HF/6-31G* calculations).46

The solutes were immersed at the center of a cubic solvent
box represented with periodic boundary conditions. In most
cases, the non-bonded interactions were calculated with a 15 Å
cutoff, using the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method 50 to
account for the long range electrostatic energy components. For
time saving purposes, however, other calculations (referred to
later as “standard”, in short “std”) were performed without
Ewald, sometimes using a smaller cutoff. Details are given in
Tables 2 and 3.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

After 1000 steps of minimization of the systems, the temper-
ature was raised from 100 to 300 K in about 30 ps and MD
simulations were carried out at constant pressure and temper-
ature (P = 1 atm, T = 300 K), with a 2 fs time step, constraining
C–H and O–H bonds with the SHAKE procedure.51

Structural and energetic characteristics of systems were
analyzed from trajectory sets saved every 0.5 ps, with MDS,52

DRAW 53 and INSIGHT-II 54 softwares. The hydration struc-
tures of the cations were characterized by the Radial Distribu-
tion Functions (RDF) of water (oxygen and hydrogen atoms).
Details on calculation conditions (sizes of water box and
cut-off, simulated times) are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.

Free energy calculations

The difference in Gibbs free energies (∆G) between systems A
(cation-1) and B (cation-2) were calculated with the Free
Energy Perturbation (FEP) method in the standard simulations
(no Ewald) while the Thermodynamics Integration (TI) method
was used for calculations using PME. Indeed, PME is not
implemented in AMBER5.0 39 for FEP calculations. Both FEP
and TI methods were combined with a windowing technique,
based on the following equations:
TI method:

∆G =
1

λ = 0
�∂U

∂λ �λ

dλ
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Table 3 Simulation conditions of L and L,Mn� systems in water: box size, number of water molecules, simulated times, cutoff conditions. The last
two columns concern the number of windows and the cutoff conditions used for the free energy calculations, the unspecified parameters being the
same as in the MD simulations

MD ∆G4

Systems Box size/Å3 No. water Time/ns Cutoff a/Å Windows Cutoff a/Å 

L initially uncomplexed

L
L,4Na�

L,Ca2�,2Na�

L,Eu3�,Na�

373

403

403

403

1666
1977
1977

1977

1.0
1.0
0.9 b

2.0 c

0.9

12std

12std

12 � Ewald

21 12std f

endo Complexes

L�M2�,2Na�

L�M3�,Na�

463

453

2910

2822

0.2

0.4 d

1.0 d

15std
15 � Ewald e

15 � Ewald

21
21 g

41 g

81
81

12std
15std g

15 � Ewald g

15std
15 � Ewald h

a Cutoff distances for van der Waals and electrostatic interactions: standard calculations (std: no Ewald) or Ewald calculations (�Ewald). b In this
simulation, no complexation occurs. c In this simulation, an exo complex forms after 0.3 ns. d 0.4 ns for L�Eu3� and L�Lu3�; 1.0 ns for L�La3�. e Only
the L�Ca2� complex has been simulated with Ewald. f Mutations performed: L�Ca2� to L�Sr2� and L�Ca2� to L�Ba2� (exo complexes). g Mutation of
L�Ca2� to L�Sr2� performed with standard conditions and 21 windows, as well as with Ewald and 41 windows. h Only the mutation of L�La3� to
L�Lu3� has been performed with Ewald.

FEP method:

∆G = ∆Gλ and ∆Gλ = RT Log �exp
(Uλ � Uλ � ∆λ )

RT �
λ

At each window (i.e. at each λ), 1 ps of equilibration and 4 ps
of data collection were performed and 11 or 81 equally spaced
windows were used.

The variations of the potential energy Uλ were calculated
using a linear combination of the εij and rij* parameters of the
initial state (λ = 1) and the final state (λ = 0):

ε(λ) = λε(1) � (1 � λ) ε(0)

r*(λ) = λr*(1) � (1 � λ) r*(0)

For FEP simulations, ∆G ’s were accumulated “forward” and
“backward”. Moreover, in most cases, both ∆GA→B and ∆GB→A

energies were calculated separately, starting respectively from
state A and from state B, after MD equilibration. We report the
average values.

Derivation of the van der Waals lanthanide cation parameters

In the 1–6–12 model we used to describe the M3� lanthanide
cations, the “size” of the cation, the resulting cation–ligand
distances and interaction energies are determined by the r* and
ε cation parameters. They were derived in a stepwise procedure,
based on the experimental M3� � � � Ow distances in solution (X-
ray, EXAFS and neutron diffraction studies 18,55–64), as well as
on differences in cation hydration energies reported by Rizkalla
et al.65 According to Table 4, the M3� � � � Ow distances are with-
in 0.02 Å the same with both methods and range from about
2.58 Å for La3� to 2.34 Å for Lu3�. The coordination number
(CN) changes from about 9 (La3�) to 8 (Lu3�) in diluted solu-
tions, but displays more versatility, depending on the method
used.

Following the procedure adopted by Merbach et al.,30 the r*
and ε cation parameters were first systematically varied to
investigate how they determine the CN’s and the M3� � � � Ow

distances in pure water solution. This was achieved by a series
of about 300 MD simulations of 50 ps each (Table 2), where r*
was varied from 1.40 to 2.10 Å and ε from 0.005 to 0.110 kcal
mol�1. Details are available from the authors on request. The

results are depicted in Fig. S2 where the M � � � Ow distances and
CN’s are plotted as a function of (r*; ε). It can be seen that there
is no unique choice of parameters that reproduces experimental
changes in CN’s and in M � � � Ow distances.18,55–64 Additional
criteria were thus needed.

We therefore performed FEP calculations on the difference
in hydration free energies (∆∆Ghyd) between two cations, using
selected (r*; ε) couples and a standard cutoff of 10 Å (no
Ewald). Several sets of parameters were found to suitably

Table 4 Hydration characteristics of large, average and small
lanthanide cations: cation–oxygen distances (Å) and coordination
number (CN) obtained from X-ray and EXAFS studies on aqueous
solutions

X-Ray EXAFS

M � � � Ow CN M � � � Ow CN

La3�

Eu3�

Gd3�

Lu3�

2.58 a

2.45 a

2.34 a

9.1 a

8.3 a

8.0 a

2.55 d

2.43 b,d–2.44 c

2.41 b,d–2.42 c

2.31 b–2.32 c,d

8.6 b,c

7.6 b–8.0 c

7.7 b–7.5 c

Data from a Habenschuss et al. [refs. 55–57], b Yamaguchi et al. [ref.
62], c Yaita et al. [ref. 61], and d David et al. [ref. 63].

Table 5 Lanthanide M3� ions in water: final Lennard-Jones r* (Å) and
ε (kcal mol�1) parameters, experimental (exp) and calculated (calc)
hydration free energies (relative to La3�; kcal mol�1), cation–water
M � � � Ow distances (Å) and cation hydration numbers (CN). Calcu-
lated average values and their fluctuations (±) are obtained from the last
100 ps of MD

La3� Eu3� Lu3�

r*
ε
∆∆Ghyd

M � � � Ow

CN

calc
exp
calc
exp
calc
exp

1.90
0.065
0
0
2.53 ± 0.02
2.58 b

9.3 ± 0.1
9.1 b

1.65
0.075

�49.8 ± 0.3
�49 a

2.36 ± 0.02
2.45 b–2.43 c

8.9 ± 0.1
8.3 b–8.6 c

1.40
0.085

�98.6 ± 0.3
�99 a

2.21 ± 0.02
2.34 b–2.31 c

8.0 ± 0.1
8.0 b–7.5 d

Data from a Rizkalla et al. [ref. 65], b Habenschuss et al. [refs. 55–57],
c Yamaguchi et al. [ref. 62] and d Yaita et al. [ref. 61].
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Fig. 2 The uncomplexed (L,4Na�) system at 0 ps (left) and 0.9 ns (right).

Fig. 3 The uncomplexed (L,Ca2�,2Na�) system: starting (top) and final (bottom) structures. The dissociated Na� cations are not shown.

Fig. 4 The uncomplexed (L,Eu3�,Na�) system at 0 ps (left) and 0.9 ns (right; dissociated Na� is not shown).

model La3�, Eu3� and Lu3�. The final selection was made using
the following considerations: (i) as the ionic radius of La3�

(1.22 Å 66) is smaller than that of Ba2� (1.50 Å 66) r*La should be
smaller than r*Ba (2.12 Å 38); (ii) r* should decrease from La3�

to Lu3�, following the ionic radii; (iii) ε increases while r*
decreases, following the same trend as the Åqvist’s param-
eters 38 for the alkali and alkaline-earth cations. Longer simu-
lations (200 ps) using Ewald performed with the parameters
selected for La3�, Eu3�, Lu3� confirmed their validity. Minor
differences were found with the results obtained with the 10 Å
cutoff without Ewald correction. The final cation parameters,
the corresponding calculated hydration energies, the character-
istics of ion–oxygen RDF’s, and experimental data are given in
Table 5. Our parameters lead to a good agreement with most
experimental structural and energetic data. The only excep-
tion concerns the Lu3�–Ow calculated distance (2.21 ± 0.02 Å),
which is slightly shorter than the experimental one (2.31 to
2.34 Å).67

Results and discussion
Salts of EDTA4� uncomplexed in water

L uncomplexed was simulated in water starting from its trans
conformer (see initial structures in Figs. 2, 3 and 4), first alone,
then in the presence of several types of neutralizing counterions
(Na�, Ca2�, Eu3�). We wanted to investigate whether spon-

taneous cation complexation takes place, in particular with M2�

and M3� cations which form stable complexes with L. Com-
plexation implies a trans to gauche interconversion of L, a high
energy process in the gas phase, due to the electrostatic repul-
sions between the carboxylate groups. The counterions were
initially positioned at about 2.4 Å from the two oxygens of a
carboxylate group. These simulations were performed with
a 12 Å cut-off, for timescales ranging from 0.9 to 2.0 ns.
A standard treatment of electrostatics (no Ewald) was used for
all systems, except for L,Eu3�,Na�, where electrostatic interac-
tions are highest. For the L,4Na� system, Ewald vs. No-Ewald
calculations were also compared. Details are given in Table 2.

In the absence of counterions, the L ligand simulated for 1 ns
displayed a marked flexibility in water, with conformational
changes of the 11 dihedral angles. Focusing on the central
NC–CN dihedral, which contributes to the preorganization of
the ligand for complexation, it can be seen (Fig. S3) that L is
most often trans (180�), but undergoes some short excursions
to gauche forms (60�). In these latter, a water molecule bridg-
ing over the N � � � N atoms of L is found to bring some
stabilization.

During the simulation of the L,4Na� system, one Na� cation
was spontaneously captured by the ligand, which moved from a
trans to a gauche conformation at about 0.6 ns (Figs. S3 and 2).
The complex was of inclusive type, involving the two nitrogen
atoms and three carboxylate arms only, instead of four as in the
Eu3� or Ca2� solid state analogs. The three other Na� cations
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Fig. 5 L�M2� and L�M3� endo complexes: typical structures in water, with selected water molecules (orthogonal views for L�M3� complexes).

diluted in water. Interestingly, prior to the Na� capture by L
(i.e. in the first 0.6 ns; Fig. S3), the ligand oscillated between
trans and gauche forms, as noted above for the isolated ligand,
indicating that there is not strong effective repulsion betwen the
negatively charged arms in water. When this simulation was
repeated with Ewald for 2 ns, similar events were observed:
three Na� cations slowly migrated to the bulk water, while the
fourth Na� was also captured by the ligand, somewhat later (at
about 1.6 ns) than in the standard calculation.

The systems containing Ca2� or Eu3� as counterions behave
differently, as no cation complexation took place (Figs. 3 and
4). These cations remained close to carboxylate groups while
the additional Na� cations moved to the bulk, and the NC–CN
dihedral of L remained trans throughout the simulations.

For the L,Ca2�,2Na� system, three different starting con-
figurations were tested, where the ligand was trans and the Na�

and Ca2� ions were placed at different locations, close to the
carboxylates (Fig. 3). After 0.9 ns, these configurations led to
different structures, indicating that the sampling was still not
long enough. In all cases, the Ca2� cation formed an intimate
ion pair with one to two carboxylates, but never formed inclu-
sive complexes. The ligand remained trans. In one case, interest-
ingly, one Ca2� bound bidentately to two arms of the ligand
(at about 0.3 ns), forming an exo complex which remained
bound until the end of the simulation (1.7 ns; see Fig. 3).

Thus, despite the high stability of the M2� and M3� com-
plexes, the latter did not form spontaneously during the simu-
lation in water. This can be explained by the high energy cost
related to the cation dehydration process, rather than by the
conformational reorganization of L from trans to gauche as
these two forms exchange in water (see L and L,4Na� systems).
This is why we built models of endo complexes of these cations
with L and simulated them in water (see next section).

Endo complexes of alkaline-earth and lanthanide ions with
EDTA4� in water: structures and solvation

In this section, we report the solution behavior of M2� and
M3� endo complexes of EDTA4�, with a particular focus on
cation coordination and structural changes as a function of the
cation charge and size. The Ca2�, Ba2�, Sr2� and La3�, Eu3�,
Lu3� 1 : 1 complexes were simulated for timescales ranging from

0.2 to 1 ns (Table 3). They will be denoted by the following:
L�M2�,2Na� or L�M3�,Na�. The initial structures were that
of the europium complex in the solid state,10 where the cation
coordinates in a monodentate mode the four carboxylate groups
and the two N atoms of L, the NC–CN dihedral being gauche
(63�). No water molecule was initially coordinated to the cation.
Neutralizing Na� counterions were placed in the vicinity of
carboxy groups of L. During all dynamics, as in the systems
described above, the Na� ions moved away from the ligand, and
will not therefore be discussed further. The L�M2�,2Na�

complexes were simulated with a standard procedure for the
treatment of electrostatics (15 Å cutoff; no Ewald), while
L�M3�,Na� complexes were simulated with Ewald and a 15 Å
cutoff. An additional test with Ewald was also performed on
the L�Ca2�,2Na� complex.

Cation–ligand distances. Endo complexation of the cation
rigidifies the ligand, which retained its starting conformation
throughout the dynamics (0.2 to 1 ns), while the complexed
cations remained coordinated to four monodentate carboxylate
groups and to two nitrogen atoms of L. This binding mode is
consistent with the one characterized in aqueous solution, as
determined by IR, Raman and proton NMR studies of M2�

and M3� 12–14 complexes. The calculated fluctuations on the
M � � � O and M � � � N distances are small (less than 0.1 Å). In all
complexes the average M � � � N distances are somewhat larger
than the M � � � O distances (by about 0.2 Å), but still indicate
a significant contribution of the nitrogen binding sites. As
expected, these distances decrease with the ion size. M2� � � � O
and M2� � � � N distances range from 2.27 to 2.74 Å, and from
2.45 to 2.83 Å, respectively, while M3� � � � O and M3� � � � N dis-
tances range from 2.07 to 2.44 Å and from 2.57 to 2.70 Å,
respectively. Comparison of these values with those available
from solid state structures of the simulated and of the Nd3� 68

complexes (see Tables 6 and 7) shows that the former are
somewhat shorter. The difference ranges from 0.01 Å for the
Ba2� complex to 0.19 Å for the Lu3� complex.

Whether the solid state structures are representative of struc-
tures in solution remains a matter of debate. Recently, EXAFS
studies have been independently reported by Yamaguchi et al.18

and den Auwer et al.19 on the La3�, Gd3� (which has nearly the
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Fig. 6 L�Lu3� endo complexes: selected first shell water molecules.

Table 6 Geometrical features of L�M2� and L�M3� endo complexes: structures calculated in water (calc) and solid state structures (exp). Average
distances (Å), dihedrals (�) and cation hydration numbers CNow are obtained by MD after equilibration

Ba2� a Sr2� Ca2� b La3� c Eu3� c Lu3� d 

M � � � O

M � � � N

M � � � Ow

NC–CN

CNOw

calc
exp
calc
exp
calc
exp
calc
exp
calc
exp

2.74 ± 0.10
2.75
2.83 ± 0.09
2.99
2.77 ± 0.02

—
60 ± 7

41
3.0 ± 0.1

—

2.52 ± 0.10
—
2.63 ± 0.09
—
2.58 ± 0.02
—

56 ± 8
—
2.0 ± 0.1

—

2.27 ± 0.07
2.37 ± 2.45
2.45 ± 0.08
2.62–2.71
2.37 ± 0.02
2.45

50 ± 7
58

1.0 ± 0.1
—

2.44 ± 0.06
2.49 ± 0.04
2.70 ± 0.10
2.77 ± 0.04
2.54 ± 0.02
2.59

57 ± 6
65

3.0 ± 0.1
3

2.28 ± 0.05
2.41 ± 0.02
2.63 ± 0.11
2.67 ± 0.03
2.40 ± 0.02
2.49

55 ± 6
63

2.9 ± 0.1
3

2.07 ± 0.04
2.26 ± 0.01
2.57 ± 0.14
2.53 ± 0.01
2.26 ± 0.02
2.37

53 ± 6
55

2.0 ± 0.1
2

Crystal structures: a (L,2Ba2�,2.5H2O) from Meicheng et al. [ref. 9]; b (L,2Ca2�,7H2O) from Barnett et al. [ref. 8]; c (L,La3�,K�,3H2O) and L,Eu3�,
Na�,3H2O) from Nakamura et al. [ref. 10]; d (L,Yb3�,Cs�,3H2O) from Nassimbeni et al. [ref. 11].

size of Eu3�) and Lu3� complexes with L in aqueous solution.
These studies cannot distinguish between nitrogen and oxygen
coordination to the cation. Interestingly, there is no quanti-
tative agreement between their cation–ligand distances, those
of den Auwer et al. being about 0.08 Å larger than those of
Yamaguchi et al. (Table 7). For a given cation, both sets of
average distances are also very close to those in the solid
state structure, but are about 0.1 Å shorter. We notice that
differences between experimental distances are larger than the

Table 7 Average cation–EDTA distances (Å) from XAFS experiments
in aqueous solution, from crystal structures, and from our simulations

EXAFS
(aqueous
solution)

X-Ray
(crystal)

Our simulations
(aqueous
solution)

La3�

Nd3�

Eu3�

Dy3�

Lu3�

2.48 a

2.54 b,c–2.41 a,c

2.44 b,d–2.37 a,d

2.39 b–2.29 a

2.33 b–2.25 a

2.59 e

2.53 f

2.49 e

2.47 g

2.36 g

2.53
—
2.40
—
2.27

XAFS results from a Yamaguchi et al. [ref. 18] and from b den Auwer
et al. [ref. 19]. c Electronic parameters and fitting process were tested
on the crystal of L�Nd3�. d For the L�Gd3� complex. Crystal struc-
tures from e Nakamura et al. [ref. 10], f Matkovic-Calogovic [ref. 68],
g Nassimbeni et al. [ref. 11] (for L�Yb3� complex).

difference between our calculated values and, for instance,
those in the solid state. Thus, further discussions about the
quantitative assessment of the calculated structures are of little
relevance. When comparison can be made, we notice that our
distances lie in between those determined by the two EXAFS
studies.

Hydration of the complexed cation. Another matter of inter-
est concerns the hydration of the complexed cation. According
to the analysis of RDF’s obtained from the simulated trajector-
ies, the cation coordinates to water molecules, whose number
Nwat increases with the cation size. Nwat equals 1 for Ca2�, 2 for
Sr2� and Lu3�, and 3 for Ba2�, Eu3� and La3� (Figs. 5 and 6).
Visual inspection of the trajectories reveals that this coordin-
ation lasts during the whole simulation. These results are fully
consistent with hydration patterns in the crystalline state 10,11

where Nwat equals 3 for La3� and Eu3� and 2 for Yb3�. In
solution, luminescence studies 16,17 confirm that Nwat is 3 for
Eu3�, as in our simulation. A similar hydration (Nwat = 3) has
been found in the MD simulations of Judson et al.29 on the
closely related L�Gd3� complex.

Concerning the calculated hydration of complexed alkaline-
earth cations (Nwat = 1 for Ca2�, 2 for Sr2� and 3 for Ba2�) com-
parisons with experiments are more difficult. To our knowledge,
no data are available in solution. The solid state structures of
the L�Ca2� 8 and L�Ba2� 9 can hardly be compared with those we
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Table 8 L�M2� and L�M3� endo complexes in water: average energy components and their fluctuations (kcal mol�1) obtained after MD
equilibration

Ba2� Sr2� Ca2� La3� Eu3� Lu3� 

EL
a

EM/L
b

EM/water
c

EL/water
d

EML
e

EML/water
f

704 ± 8
�830 ± 9

77 ± 20
�507 ± 41
�126 ± 8
�430 ± 27

723 ± 11
�898 ± 10

130 ± 23
�580 ± 38
�176 ± 9
�450 ± 23

752 ± 8
�989 ± 7

191 ± 17
�606 ± 28
�237 ± 5
�415 ± 16

753 ± 8
�1381 ± 9

�94 ± 22
�265 ± 28
�629 ± 7
�359 ± 19

783 ± 9
�1472 ± 10
�110 ± 25
�53 ± 38

�689 ± 7
�352 ± 18

799 ± 9
�1586 ± 11

�69 ± 28
�217 ± 36
�788 ± 8
�286 ± 18

a Internal energy of L. b Cation–ligand interaction energy. c Cation–water interaction energy. d Ligand–water interaction energy. e Total energy of the
M�Ln� complex. f Complex–water interaction energy.

simulated, as no discrete complexes can be distinguished in the
crystals, the cation being in contact with two ligands. The Ca2�

cation is eight coordinated, involving one water molecule and
one carboxylate oxygen of another ligand.

Energy component analysis. We analyzed the energy charac-
teristics of the complexes in water. Averages over the last 100 to
400 ps of MD (i.e. after equilibration) are reported in Table 8.
Two main classes of complexes can be distinguished, depending
on the charge of the complexed cation. For a given complex,
the internal energy of L (EL) and the interaction energies of L
with the complexed cation (EM/L) are quasi-constant along the
dynamics (their relative fluctuations are less than 2%). EM/L is
about 1.5 times larger for M3� (�1380 to �1590 kcal mol�1)
than for M2� (�830 to �990 kcal mol�1) cations, which corres-
ponds to the ratio of their charges. This indicates that all these
species involve similar binding modes of the cation. In a given
series, as the cation size decreases, the cation/ligand attraction
energy (EM/L) increases (by about 210 kcal mol�1 in the M3�

complexes and 160 kcal mol�1 in the M2� complexes), while
the ligand gets more strained (by about 50 kcal mol�1 in both
series). For all complexes, the L/water interaction energies
(EL/water) are attractive, but less with M3� cations (from �220 to
�270 kcal mol�1) than with M2� cations (from �510 to �610
kcal mol�1), as the L�M2� species are more negatively charged
than the L�M3� species (�2 and �1, respectively). Thus, the
structure of water around the complex is mostly determined by
the ligand, rather than by the complexed cation whose solvation
is antagonist. Indeed, the Mn�/water interactions are attractive
in the M3� complexes (from �70 to �110 kcal mol�1), but
repulsive in the M2� ones (80 to 190 kcal mol�1). This is
because the water structure in the second hydration shell of
M2� cations is determined by the hydration of carboxylate
groups, rather than by the cation: the water protons point
towards the cations (see the example of the Lu3� complex
in Fig. 6). As expected, the cation/water repulsion energies
(EM/water) decrease when the number of water molecules in the
first hydration shell increases from one to three (from Ca2� to
Ba2�). In the case of the lanthanide complexes, two water
molecules coordinate to Lu3� while three water molecules
coordinate to La3� and Eu3�, leading to total water/cation
interactions which are about 35 kcal mol�1 more attractive
in the latter complexes. Thus, although the largest cations
display intrinsically weaker attractions with bulk water than the
smallest ones, they interact more with water within the complex,
due to higher hydration numbers. Finally, comparing the
endo vs. exo Ca2� complexes, it can be noticed that the gain
in water/complex interactions compensates the lower internal
stability of the exo complex, so that EML � EML/water is
not very different for exo (�685 ± 30 kcal mol�1) and
endo (�652 ± 20 kcal mol�1) complexes.69 This suggests that,
due to solvation effects, the two forms may be in equilibrium.
Interestingly, ultrasonic absorption experiments of Harada
et al.20 suggested that the L�Ca2� complex exists in two forms
in water, one entity having a cation more hydrated than the
other.

Mn� complexation by EDTA4� in water: cation binding
selectivities

According to the thermodynamic cycle shown in the Scheme 1,

the binding selectivity of M1
n�, relative to M2

n�, complexed by
L in water, obtained experimentally as ∆∆Gc = ∆G1 � ∆G2, can
be obtained computationally via ∆G3 and ∆G4 in solution:
∆∆Gc = ∆G3 � ∆G4. The ∆G3 and ∆G4 energies for alkaline-
earth and lanthanide cations are reported in Table 9. ∆G3

corresponds to the difference in free energies of hydration
∆∆Ghyd of the uncomplexed cations.

For the uncomplexed M2� cations, the ∆G3 values obtained
from standard calculations (no Ewald) were within 0.2 kcal
mol�1 identical to those obtained with Ewald, likely because
long range forces remain nearly constant throughout the
mutations (Table 9). This is why we report one set of ∆G3’s only
(Table 9). These values are also within 0.3 kcal mol�1 identical
to those calculated by Åqvist 38 with a somewhat different sol-
vent representation, or by Muzet et al.70 with a smaller cutoff
(10 Å instead of 15 Å). They also agree within 2 kcal mol�1 with
experimental data.

The initial structures of the complexes used for the FEP cal-
culations were the final structures of endo complexes obtained
from the MD simulations, where Na� counterions ensure elec-
troneutrality. Most ∆G3 and ∆G4 energies were averaged from
two independent mutation simulations (M1

n� to M2
n�, and M2

n�

to M1
n�). Typical changes of ∆G4 along the mutation are given

in Fig. S4. The values obtained with different cutoff and Ewald
conditions, as well as sampling times are given in Table 9 with
the corresponding ∆∆Gc’s. Most calculations of ∆G4 used a
standard procedure (no-Ewald), with a 12 Å cutoff for M2�

complexes and a 15 Å cutoff for the M3� complexes.
The effects of long range electrostatics on ∆G4 were investi-

gated by additional tests using either larger cutoff or Ewald
summation in both cation series. The different Ca2� to Sr2�

mutations show that the standard procedure (12 Å cutoff) gives
a ∆G4 of 43.0 ± 0.3 kcal mol�1, close to the values obtained
with a standard 15 Å cutoff (44.1 kcal mol�1) or with 15 Å
cutoff�Ewald (42.3 kcal mol�1). Similarly, the direct La3�

to Lu3� mutations using the standard 15 Å or 15 Å�Ewald
conditions lead to very close values of ∆G4 (�115.5 and
�116.7 kcal mol�1, respectively). These comparisons show
that long range electrostatic interactions are similar in a given
cation series and do not critically determine the cation binding
selectivities.

For any pair of ions, whatever the simulation conditions, the
∆G4 energies are found to be markedly larger than the ∆G3

energies, leading to the conclusion that the smallest cation of the

Scheme 1
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Table 9 Differences in Gibbs free energy (kcal mol�1) for M2� and M3� cations and their complexes. Unless otherwise indicated, the reported ∆G3

and ∆G4 values are averaged from M1
n�→M2

n� and M2
n�→M1

n� independent mutations: ± is the corresponding difference. With one exception,c

all complexes are endo

∆G3
a

∆G4 ∆∆Gc

M1
n�→M2

n� Energy Energy Cutoff Windows Calc Exp d

Ca2�→Sr2�

Ca2�→Ba2�

Sr2�→Ba2�

Ca2�→Sr2�

Ca2�→Ba2�

La3�→Lu3�

La3�→Eu3�

Eu3�→Lu3�

35.3 ± 0.3

67.4 ± 0.3
31.4 ± 0.3
35.3 ± 0.3
67.4 ± 0.3

�98.6 ± 0.3

�49.8 ± 0.3
�48.8 ± 0.3

43.0 ± 0.3
44.1 b

42.3 b

80.5 ± 1.9
37.3 ± 0.8
39.4 b,c

73.5 b,c

�119.1 ± 6.9
�116.7 b

�56.3 ± 0.7
61.8 ± 3.7

12std
15std
15�Ewald
12std
12std
12std
12std
15std
15�Ewald
15std
15std

21
21
41
21
21
21
21
81
81
81
81

�7.7 ± 0.6
�8.8
�7.0

�13.1 ± 2.2
�5.9 ± 1.1
�4.1
�6.1
20.5 ± 7.2
18.1
6.5 ± 1.0

13.0 ± 4.0

�2.6

�3.8
�1.2
�2.6
�3.8

5.8

2.6
3.2

a Obtained with 15 Å cutoff with Ewald. Mutations performed with 41 windows. b Single mutation performed from M1
n� to M2

n�. c Exo complexes.
d Data from Martell et al. [ref. 2].

pair forms a more stable complex with L than the largest one in
water. As a result, in each cation series, the order of thermo-
dynamic stabilities is found to follow the ionic radius. It also
corresponds to the experimental trend. Thus, computations
using cation parameters fitted on hydration properties are suc-
cessful in reproducing the experimental stability order in both
cation series, despite the entropic origin of these complexes:2

L�Ca2� > L�Sr2� > L�Ba2� and L�Lu3� > L�Eu3� > L�La3�

The stabilities are thus mostly determined by the relative inter-
action energies of the cations with the ligand in water (∆G4),
rather than by the dehydration energies of the cations (∆G3).

The influence of sampling (number of windows used for the
calculation of ∆G4) was also studied in the two series of cations.
In the case of M2� complexes, the structures obtained at the
end of the mutations are close to those obtained independently
by MD. Similar ∆G4 (L�Ca2�→L�Sr2�) values are obtained
(within 0.7 kcal mol�1) for calculations performed with either
21 or 41 windows: in both cases, one water molecule exchanges
between the bulk and the first coordination sphere of M2�. In
the case of lanthanide complexes, water molecules are more
strongly coordinated to the cation, which may require enhanced
sampling to obtain ∆G4. Thus, calculations were performed
with 81 windows. The largest hysteresis between forward
and backward mutations (Fig. S4) is observed when the lanth-
anide water coordination number changes, i.e. during the
L�La3�→L�Lu3� and the L�Eu3�→L�Lu3� mutations (3.7 and
6.9 kcal mol�1, respectively). Nevertheless, hydration patterns
at the end of these mutations are similar to those obtained
by MD of the final system. The only exception concerns the
L�Lu3�→L�Eu3� mutation, where Eu3� binds to two water
molecules only, i.e. by one less than found by MD in the L�
Eu3� complex. However, the ∆G4 values obtained from the
L�Lu3�→L�Eu3� simulation and from the L�Eu3�→L�Lu3�

simulation are of very close magnitude (�63.6 and �60.0 kcal
mol�1, respectively), which shows that this change in hydration
does not critically determine the cation binding selectivity.

Although trends in binding selectivities are nicely repro-
duced, the agreement between the calculated and experimental
difference in free energy is not quantitative, as the calculated
∆∆Gc (and hence the ∆∆G4) energies are overestimated. Similar
FEP simulations 70 on M2� complexes of a neutral calix[4]arene
ligand also overestimated the relative selectivities. As shown
above, this discrepancy is unlikely to result from deficiencies in
the sampling process or in the treatment of long range electro-
statics. We believe that this is caused by the neglect of charge
transfer from the ligand to the cation, which would scale down
the interaction energies and their differences. We notice that the

successful tests reported by van Veggel et al. on lanthanide
complexes of 18-crown-6 36 used a less polar representation of
the ligand (qO = �0.43), which also scales down the interaction
energies with the cation. According to quantum mechanical
calculations on divalent and trivalent cation complexes with
neutral ligands, charge transfer amounts to about 0.2 and 0.4 e,
respectively per ligand.71 The charge transfer to a negatively
charged ligand is larger.72 Another difficulty in the modeling of
such complexes stems from the fact that the binding selectivity
results from small differences between large numbers. Given
these difficulties and the simplicity of the force field model
used to represent the potential energy of the system, the overall
results are quite satisfactory. Another issue, concerning the
binding mode of the cation, is examined in the next section.

Influence of endo/exo coordination mode on binding selectivity

The role of the starting structures on binding selectivities was
investigated in the M2� cation series, as two binding modes were
characterized from our simulations for the Ca2� complex. FEP
simulations were thus rerun starting from the exo form of the
Ca2� complex described above: Ca2� was initially bound to two
bidentate carboxylate groups of L, the two other carboxylate
groups being free and the NC–CN dihedral being anti (see
Fig. 3).

During the L�Ca2�→L�Sr2� and L�Ca2�→L�Ba2� mutations,
the complexes remained exo as in the starting complex. The new
set of calculated ∆∆Gc (Table 9) again reproduces the experi-
mental order of thermodynamic stabilities: L�Ca2� > L�Sr2�

and L�Ca2� > L�Ba2�. Interestingly, the corresponding exo
selectivities are closer to experimental values than those
obtained with endo complexes. This suggests, as pointed out by
others,20 that several structures of L�Mn� complexes co-exist in
solution and contribute to the macroscopic binding selectivity.
In principle, if the simulations were long enough, all these states
should be sampled. As seen for the Ca2� complex, this is not the
case, likely because the high interactions with the cation and the
ligand lead to high energy barriers for conformational changes
and interconversion of binding modes.

Conclusion
Lanthanide and alkaline-earth complexes of EDTA4� were
simulated in water by molecular dynamics. For this purpose, a
set of parameters has first been derived for La3�, Eu3� and Lu3�

cations from energetic and structural considerations of lan-
thanide hydration. Cation/ligand interactions were represented
with a classical 1–6–12 pair potential, with a fixed �3 charge
on the lanthanide cations. This model reproduces the variation
from nine to eight of the coordination number for aqua com-
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plexes along the lanthanide series as well as relative Gibbs free
energies of hydration, at reasonable computational times. It has
then been used to study EDTA4� complexes. In the endo com-
plex type of alkaline-earth and lanthanide cations, the cation is
coordinated by four monodentate carboxylate groups and two
nitrogen atoms of EDTA4�, in agreement with experimental
data. In the case of Ca2� cations, however, a second type of
complex (exo) has been observed where the cation is only
coordinated by two bidentate carboxylate groups. The thermo-
dynamic stability order of lanthanide and alkaline-earth
EDTA4� complexes is qualitatively reproduced by free energy
calculations (∆∆G) in aqueous solution, despite the entropic
origin of the complexes. Similar agreement has been obtained
with related ligands such as DOTA4� or MIDA2� in aqueous
solution.47 On the methodological side, we have shown that,
despite the high charges involved in the simulated systems,
Ewald summation has little influence on the results, likely
because these interactions are similar in a given series of com-
plexes. More quantitative prediction of binding selectivities
and of ion solvation dynamic features requires more elab-
orate representations of the ligands and solvents, including
polarization and charge transfer effects.
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